A NEW SERIES OF LIFTGATES.

Tommy Gate is proud to present the newest addition to its wide-ranging catalog of hydraulic lifts: The Cantilever Series. Over two years of careful design and intensive testing have produced a new hydraulic lift that operates seamlessly with the Ram Promaster.

MODERN DESIGN. TRADITIONAL TOMMY.

Built in Woodbine, Iowa, as all Tommy Gate products have been for over 45 years, Tommy Gate’s Cantilever Series is an exemplary model of the modern hydraulic lift. Van drivers love the look, feel, and efficiency of this versatile machine: the unique, laterally-folding platform allows access to the rear of the vehicle while in its stored position.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- **Lifting Capacity**: 1300 lbs. (590 kg)
- **Vertical Travel**: 30” (762 mm)
- **Platform Style**: Wedge (See Line Drawing)
- **Platform Fold**: Lateral
- **Cart Stop**: Yes - Standard
- **Platform Material**: Extruded Aluminum
- **Warranty**: 2 Years - Standard

**HIGH-ROOF PLATFORM**

- **Platform Loadable Area**: 53” x 60” (1346mm x 1524mm)
- **Platform Depth**: 71” (1803mm)

**STANDARD-ROOF PLATFORM**

- **Platform Loadable Area**: 53” x 40” (1346mm x 1016mm)
- **Platform Depth**: 52” (1321mm)

**DIMENSIONS**

*Final product may differ from images shown. See full sales brochure for more information.*

**Loadable area increases when cart-stop is not deployed. See drawings.*